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Summary

Sharing of computing resources and workload across different big data frameworks is challenging

due to their lack of interoperable interfaces. In contrast, web services natively support an

interoperable execution. Therefore, an increasing number of big data workflows are composed

of data services and web service implementations that access and process big data. On the

other hand, big data execution in the wide area networks needs to minimize latency and

communication overheads to be able to scale seamlessly. Lack of network-awareness of classic

web service execution beyond data centers significantly challenges the scope of data services.

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) offers better control and management to the network,

by unifying the control plane centrally, away from the distributed data plane devices. In this

paper, we propose Software-Defined Data Services (SDDS), an SDN-based distributed service

composition and workflow placement approach for data services in wide area networks. We

first present the design of an SDDS framework that models the big data executions as

composable data service workflows in multi-domain network environments. We then evaluate

the performance of a prototype SDDS framework through microbenchmarks. The benchmarks

highlight the efficiency of SDDS in data service execution inside and beyond data centers.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Big data frameworks consist of diverse storage media, heterogeneous data formats, and a large volume of data from several scientific and

enterprise domains.1 Resource scarcity in any single server prevents processing of a vast amount of data on time in a centralized manner in a

server. Therefore, big data processing is often performed in a distributed and parallel manner, due to the volume and variety of big data.2 Big

data is processed either on top of in-memory frameworks such as In-Memory Data Grids (IMDGs),3 on the disk in data stores such as relational

databases, or on hybrid architectures consisting of persistent data on disk as well as cached data and computations in-memory.4 Such an

execution leads to a significant amount of data processed and transferred across multiple computing nodes.5 Thus, it often incurs a considerable

bandwidth cost and communication overhead, even inside a cluster or a data center.6 Distributed execution frameworks such as IMDGs aim to

minimize the performance degradation associated with communication and coordination overheads, by reducing, if not avoiding, unnecessary

data movements between the execution and storage nodes.7

Enterprise big data executions are typically confined to their platforms, and cannot be shared with other frameworks, due to the independent

development of the big data platforms and incompatibility across their executions and interfaces.4 Even though a big data application is often

built for a cluster or a data center network, big data workflows can indeed extend beyond the boundaries of a data center, and continue to do so,

more and more in recent times.8 On the other hand, multiple network providers manage the wide area networks such as the inter-cloud and edge

networks. Thus, centralized and unified control is challenging concerning both technologies as well as administration and policies. This state of

affairs indeed hinders the potential of the big data execution frameworks to efficiently distribute the workload and share the resources beyond a

data center or a cloud.
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While research efforts such as volunteer computing,9 namely, at the edge, have leveraged resource sharing and workload dissemination

across independent and decentralized execution nodes, their use is limited to specific applications, and they are usually not aimed at enterprise

big data executions. Initially proposed for CPU-bound workloads, volunteer computing and cycle sharing have recently been extended for

data-intensive applications.10 However, volunteer computing approaches significantly lack the potential to distribute data-intensive workloads

in a network-aware manner, as the central coordinators in such approaches dare developed with minimal control over the execution nodes for

less intrusion11 and easy integration with computing resources of independent participants.12

Service compositions

Service compositions13 facilitate complex computation-intensive eScience workflows and enterprise business processes by chaining the outputs

of several web services14 and microservices.15 Service composition workflows can, and often should, execute on computational nodes that

are geographically distributed, due to the increasing scale and distribution of big data and the services that access and process it. With the

abundance of service deployments, service workflows face the challenge of finding the optimal service instances for their execution among these

various geo-distributed nodes. Web services are typically designed for and deployed over web services engines. These web services engines

periodically monitor and store the web service health statistics such as how many requests a service deployment executed, and how many are

on the fly. Service workflows typically exploit this information for their context-aware execution.16 Service execution should be able to perform

inter-domain migration between possible service deployments, during a service failure or congestion, for resilient workflow execution. However,

such a migration causes communication overhead when the workflows involve big data, due to massive data migrations, therefore making the

classic service composition approaches less suitable for big data workflows.

While web services are developed following standards and descriptive languages such as the Web Application Description Language (WADL)17

and Web services description language (WSDL)18 as well as protocols such as the Representational State Transfer (REST)19 and SOAP (formerly,

Simple Object Access Protocol),20 such practices and protocols are lacking in the development of big data execution frameworks. Data services

are designed as web service implementations that access and process big data to bring the standardization and interoperability of the web

services to big data. Data services offer service-based Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to big data storage and execution frameworks

and provide a standardized interoperable execution model across various frameworks. Their interoperable APIs facilitate composable data service

chains, where the output of one or more data services is fed as the input for one or more data services. This potential for service compositions

supports extensible and reusable big data workflows. Consequently, data services offer the best of both worlds from web services and big data

frameworks to the execution of big data workflows in the wide area networks.

However, these services are often developed and deployed independently at several locations that are neither connected nor centralized.

Finding the service deployments and chaining their execution outcomes for a large-scale workflow is impossible without prior knowledge of

their existence and access mechanisms. Service registry specifications21 such as Universal Description, Discovery, and Integration (UDDI)22 and

Electronic Business XML (ebXML)23 identify and store the web service engines and service instances to enable easy discovery of the service

endpoints. Service registry implementations such as Apache jUDDI24 implement the registry specifications for web services following SOAP and

REST protocols. However, current service registry implementations lack network-awareness at Internet scale. Therefore, we cannot entirely rely

on them to find the service instances to compose data service workflows.

Software-defined networking

Software-defined networking (SDN) has facilitated programmability and control of the network and executions inside and beyond data centers.25

It equips a logically unified controller with a global view of the network data plane devices. Through their service-based approach, data services

increase the controllability and interoperability of big data workflows, compared to the classic data management frameworks. Given the potential

of SDN and its extension to control multi-domain wide area networks,26 we posit that big data workflows can execute in a decentralized

and distributed environment spanning data centers, by extending and leveraging SDN for managing the decentralized data services. Several

enterprises such as IBM,27 NEXION Networks,28 and Catalogic29 offer Software-Defined Data Services (SDDS), a data service execution model

to manage the big data workflows in a centralized and unified manner, while abstracting the execution of data services away from the data

storage. Nevertheless, the existing SDDS offerings focus only on one or a just few specific data services. They do not propose a generic

software-defined approach for data services. Furthermore, a vast majority of current SDDS frameworks do not leverage SDN. While enterprises

and research exploit SDN for big data, typical applications are limited to the data centers and are confined to a single big data application due to

the interoperability constraints. The research findings on leveraging SDN for service compositions30 are not optimized for big data workflows, as

they focus more on the standard web services. Subsequently, comprehensive research to understand how data services and big data workflows

can benefit from SDN is still lacking.

Big data workflows at internet scale

Recent developments in SDN and Software-Defined Wide Area Networks (SD-WAN)31 have opened up the potential for network-aware service

compositions in the edge and multi-cloud environments. While geographical proximity is one deciding factor in picking the service composition
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for the workflows, the existence of dedicated connectivity between two geographically distributed servers plays a significant role in finding

the best instances. Cloud providers such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) offer Cloud Direct Connects between the server of a user and the

data centers of a cloud region, typically the nearest to the user server. Moreover, Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS)32 providers connect

the enterprise users to their remote servers with high bandwidth, without having to go through the public Internet, which is typically slow and

thus hinders the performance of the organizational workflows between the distributed locations. Previous research by Kathiravelu et al33 has

presented an architecture for a cloud-based overlay connectivity provider with up to 30% latency reduction in data transfers. These findings

highlight the potential for the service providers to leverage their dedicated networks across the Internet regions.

Direct connect services that offer the Internet fast paths34 are getting more mainstream, prominently for data-intensive workflows. Cloud

providers such as AWS leverage their backbone to route their entire data traffic, without relying on external Internet paths or other connectivity

providers, in most of the cloud regions. While such networks are readily available for each vendor, currently, they are not shared across the vendors

or third-party users. Even though Internet Service Providers (ISPs) and Internet eXchange Points (IXPs)35 are more equipped with the potential

to alter the network paths across the autonomous systems and differentiate the network flows, social aspects of the Internet, and net neutrality

regulations prevent them from implementing these research avenues globally, without hindering a large segment of the existing end-users.

There have been increasing proposals for a network softwarization,36 a complete virtualization of the network, to facilitate dynamic formation,

efficient configuration, incremental deployment, and seamless migration of network architectures through software constructs.37 While network

softwarization has made promising improvements to network management,38 it limits its focus mainly to data center networks. To reap the

benefits of network softwarization for Internet services, we need a ‘‘bridge’’ between the networking management capabilities of network

softwarization, and the service composition and scheduling capabilities handled at the application level by the service providers. Currently, the

potential for extending the paradigm of network softwarization for data services, and its impact beyond networks on service composition and

workflow placement at Internet scale, remain mostly unexplored.

Motivation

Given the aforementioned premises, we aim at addressing the following research questions in this paper.

(RQ1) Can we extend and adopt SDN and web services paradigms as a generic software-defined approach for interoperable and network-aware

big data executions?

(RQ2) Can such a software-defined approach enhance the performance, management, and scheduling of the data service workflows at various

scales from data centers to the Internet?

(RQ3) Can network domains advertise and share their dedicated network links among each other for dynamic data service compositions,

through enterprise communication protocols such as Message-Oriented Middleware (MOM)39 protocols?

Contributions

The goal of this paper is to answer the identified research questions. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. Software-Defined Data Services (SDDS), a big data execution model, to generalize the big data applications, including storage and processing,

as data services, and execute them across multi-domain wide area networks (RQ1).

2. A network-aware execution of big data workflows, leveraging the Internet paths as well as the direct links provided by various enterprises,

such as the cloud direct connects (RQ3).

3. Mayan-DS,* an SDDS framework that aims to solve the challenges that hinder efficient and interoperable big data executions inside and

beyond data center networks (RQ2).

First, Mayan-DS defines the big data workflows as data services, adopting the interoperability offered by the web service definitions across

heterogeneous big data environments. It enables the execution to be agnostic to the storage media, format, and location, by defining each step

of the execution as interoperable data services. Second, it exploits SDN for the performance, scalability, and bandwidth efficiency of the data

services execution in the wide area network. By deploying a federated multi-domain controller over a wide area network, the SDDS controller

receives a global overview of the data service instances comprising the workflows. By leveraging both the service statistics of the web service

engines and the network status from the SDN controller, the Mayan-DS controller architecture schedules the data services composing the big

data workflows in an interoperable and network-aware manner.

In our previous work,40 we presented a preliminary version of SDDS for interoperable and network-aware big data executions in data center

environments. In this paper, we address the extension of SDDS from data centers to multi-domain wide area networks and elaborate the

architecture and algorithms of our SDDS framework. We further evaluate the performance of SDDS through microbenchmarks on a prototype

implementation of Mayan-DS. Our evaluations highlight that Mayan-DS enhances the scalability and performance of big data executions inside data

centers and wide area networks, through interoperability facilitated by data services, and network-awareness of an extended SDN architecture.

* Mayan is a mythical architect of Tamil literature known for his skills in constructing resilient large-scale structures and building foundations.
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Paper organization

In the following sections, we further discuss the SDDS approach and the Mayan-DS framework. Section 2 elaborates the SDDS model and

Mayan-DS architecture. Section 3 presents the algorithms of Mayan-DS. Section 4 describes the prototype implementation of our SDDS

framework. Section 5 evaluates the performance of SDDS by benchmarking the prototype implementation of Mayan-DS. Section 6 presents the

related work on SDDS. Finally, Section 7 presents the open challenges in implementing and deploying a complete SDDS infrastructure at the

Internet scale, and Section 8 concludes this research with the summary and future work.

2 MAYAN-DS MIDDLEWARE FOR SOFTWARE-DEFINED DATA SERVICES

In this section, we look into the core of the Mayan-DS architecture, and how Mayan-DS executes the data services in a network-aware manner in

a wide area network as an SDDS framework. Section 2.1 presents our SDDS model. Section 2.2 elaborates the Mayan-DS middleware. Section 3

presents the core Mayan-DS algorithms that provide the network-aware data service executions.

2.1 SDDS model for network-aware big data workflows

Due to the multiple service implementations and deployments, a workflow can execute using one of the several service composition options.

Therefore, there are numerous alternative network paths for the workflow execution. An SDDS framework must avoid unnecessarily dispersing

the related data and execution across several nodes, or pulling the data to the execution. Data should be distributed across nodes or data centers

only when such distribution yields better performance. Therefore, when all the services composing a service composition are present in a given

data center or a cloud, the workflow typically executes inside the data center or the cloud, without resorting to inter-domain data transfer

and communication. Mayan-DS builds on this principle, along with its network-awareness inside and across data centers, for an efficient SDDS

execution.

Mayan-DS aims at minimizing the distance l between any related data objects {i, j} among the data sets of interest D that are typically identified

by the user. It further aims at the placement of the service execution e on a node n such that the sum of the distance between the data and

the execution remains minimal. The distance is determined by a utility function including the network properties such as bandwidth, throughput,

execution time, and latency, rather than a mere physical distance between the service endpoints. Equation (1) illustrates the distribution of the

data and execution across the servers in Mayan-DS

∀i, j ∈ D;minimize
⎛⎜⎜⎝

A(n,D) ∶ A(n,D) = ∫∫
|D|⊆𝜉

(
li, j + ln, j

)
d𝜉

⎞⎟⎟⎠
. (1)

Here, 𝜉 represents the entire area covered by the data relevant to a given data service. 𝜉 measures how far the execution and the related

datasets (such as the data stored and accessed by a particular service, a given user, or data sets that are frequently accessed together by the data

services) are spread out. The spread of the set of data D is denoted by |D|, which is a subset of 𝜉, as the data can spread only across the servers

identified by the SDDS framework. Therefore, the SDDS framework attempts to minimize the total area A(n, D), denoting the distance between

the execution server n and the related objects from the set of data objects D. We depict the total area covered by the data objects and the

execution node as a double integral of distances between the related objects as well as the execution server for the considered data sets. Previous

work has proposed storage efficiency through efficient data placement to minimize data migration.41 Sharing the same motivation of efficient

data placement, SDDS proposes storing of data in indexed data structures in unified storage and accessing it via service interfaces to ensure that

A(n, D) is effectively minimized. While Equation (1) presents the efficient data placement as a minimization of a surface area, represented by

a double integral of the lengths (ie, distances between pairs of data sets or between data and the execution), the lengths can be extended to

include weights that represent network parameters such as bandwidth and jitter, as well as additional properties such as monetary cost.

Figure 1 depicts a sample representation of data and execution placement in Mayan-DS. By default, Mayan-DS measures the distance l by

end-to-end latency (which can be continuously monitored and computed by a ping). However, this utility function that determines the perceived

distance between any two service endpoints can be extended to consider other network properties such as the number of hops, throughput,

and jitter, as we observed earlier. We note that the geographical distance indeed plays a decisive role; for instance, a pair of servers inside a

single data center offers better latency in serving a single big data workflow, compared to two identical but geographically distributed cloud data

centers. On the other hand, a direct dedicated link between two geographically distributed servers can offer minimal latency compared to two

servers connected via the public Internet despite the geographical distance, due to factors such as the bandwidth of the network, the number of

network users and flows sharing the route, and the unreliability of the Internet paths.

A distance value of 0 is given to the placement inside the same server, whereas positive values of 𝛼, 𝛽 , and 𝛾 are given to placement in different

servers of the same rack, servers of different racks, and servers of different data centers, respectively. In the sample representation of Figure 1,

𝛼 = 1; 𝛽 = 10; 𝛾 = 100. Mayan-DS aims to minimize the total inter-distance among the data objects and the execution through its data and

service placement. Even though the sample representation in Figure 1 gives a constant value to 𝛾 , in practice, it remains a variable. For example,
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cloud providers own several servers spanning data centers. Some servers are in the same data center (Do). Some are in the same availability

zone, ie, data centers (Do and Dd) connected by high-bandwidth low-latency network links. Each network region has multiple availability zones

(ao and ad). Network traffic between regions (ro and rd) incur a large latency that depends on the number of hops between the regions and the

nature of the backbone network that connects the regions.33 Moreover, if the different regions are connected by a low-latency dedicated link

(distance value of 𝛾(ro, rd)D), they perform better than being connected via the public Internet (distance value of 𝛾(ro, rd)I). Equation (2) illustrates

a simplified version of the network distance. In practice, these distances are substituted by weights based on the network link properties

(𝛾 ∶ 𝛾(ro, rd)I > 𝛾(ro, rd)D > 𝛾(ao, ad) > 𝛾(Do,Dd)) > 𝛽 > 𝛼 > 0. (2)

When an inter-domain service execution is required, Mayan-DS seeks optimal service scheduling, including network properties such as low

latency and high throughput. We denote an Internet-based path between the services so and sd by so · sd . We denote a high-speed or low-latency

dedicated link between any service si and another Internet server† sī by −−−→si · sī. We define the set of data flow paths P(o,d) of the service composition

workflow w(s) by its origin (o) and destination (d) servers in the service composition so◦sd , assuming the servers are connected via the Internet

paths, as shown by Equation (3)

P(o,d) = so · sd. (3)

The path P(o,d) can be replaced with an alternative path P′
(o,d), including dedicated links as well as Internet paths. Thus, we expand P′

(o,d) as

shown by Equation (4), considering the potential existence of direct connectivity between an endpoint and an intermediate node. Thus, we can

iteratively expand a path into sub-paths consisting of direct dedicated paths and Internet paths

E(P(o,d)) = P′
(o,d) = so · so +

−−−−→so · sd + sd · sd. (4)

Equation (5) denotes that, if the server sī is the same as the server of si, the value represented by the path si · sī is reduced to 0

∀si ∈ E(P(o,d)); si ≡ si ⇒ si · sī = 0⃗. (5)

Thus, we observe P′
(o,d) as a generic form of an execution path of the data service workflow, concerning two service endpoints, as illustrated

by Equation (6)

P(o,d) ⊂ E(P(o,d)). (6)

Consequently, the execution path of a larger service composition workflow, consisting of more than two services, can be expanded as shown

by Equation (7)

W = so◦si1
◦… ◦sin

◦sd ⇒ P′
W = P′

(o,i1)
+ P′

(i1 ,i2)
+ … + P′

(in ,d)
. (7)

Mayan-DS consists of an initialization procedure and a data scheduling procedure that leverage these equations for efficient data placement

and data service workflow execution. First, Mayan-DS initialization procedure (presented in Section 3.1) exploits the constructs provided by

the platforms such as IMDG in ensuring related objects stay closer in a locality-aware manner, as illustrated by Equation (1). The initialization

† In calculating the efficient paths, we use the notions ‘‘server’’ and ‘‘service’’ interchangeably, assuming any server in a data service ecosystem hosts a service, at least a unity service that returns or
forwards the same input as its output, as in a cloud router. Furthermore, we assume each server to host a single data service or a set of related services that form a related data service composition.
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FIGURE 2 A sample Mayan-DS deployment

procedure then identifies the potential workflow execution paths as a set E(P(o,d)) as denoted by Equation (6) by exploiting MOM. Finally,

Mayan-DS data service scheduling procedure (presented in Section 3.2) leverages the best-performing option among the potential paths identified

by the Equation (7) to schedule the data service execution in a network-aware manner, exploiting SDN in the wide area environment. Mayan-DS

focuses on latency on deciding which of the options is the best for a big data workflow. However, the workflow scheduling approach can be

extended to consider other parameters and user policies.

2.2 Mayan-DS solution architecture

In its core, the Mayan-DS framework consists of a federated deployment of SDN controllers that spans multiple network domains. Typically, a

domain represents a data center or a networked environment that is managed by a single vendor. The federated deployment denotes a set of

servers and topology of SDN switches that are controlled by an SDN controller in each domain. The controllers communicate with the controllers

of the other domains through MOM messages to propagate status updates on the network and bandwidth health statistics. The messages are

limited to the ones relevant for each domain, based on the subscriptions of each controller. Thus, each controller achieves a limited access to the

network topologies beyond its domain.

Figure 2 illustrates a sample deployment of Mayan-DS in a data center along with inter-domain communication between the controllers via

MOM messages. Users invoke the data services individually, or as part of a larger workflow. The data services are hosted on the Distributed

Execution Frameworks to support dynamic execution of the service requests on the instance with the best available resources. As the core of the

Mayan-DS execution, the SDN controller is typically hosted on a dedicated server to avoid overloading the server with other computing workflows

and applications. The other servers in the domain host the distributed execution frameworks such as an IMDG. These IMDG instances form a

Virtual Execution Cluster, an execution environment at the application level. Distributed big data executions are usually stateful. Therefore, once

a given instance serves a client request, it continues to receive and serve all the subsequent requests. This stateful execution enables lossless

and continuous big data workflows with minimal communication overhead.

It is still possible to host the controller in a server that is also shared by the distributed execution framework, especially when either the

number of servers or the workload of the distributed execution framework is minimal. The virtual execution cluster is aware of the network

status, through its communication with the SDN controller. Status changes such as an interruption in data service availability and congestion in a

workflow execution path are identified through the web services engines and passed to the controllers that have subscribed to the topic.

Mayan-DS leverages the global network knowledge of the SDN controller to find the best service instance among various potential service

deployments for the service workflow execution. Each controller instance monitors and stores several metrics, including the service execution

completion time, the number of service failures, and latency between the endpoints. The controllers compute and propagate the inter-domain

network properties including the nature of the link between two endpoints in different domains such as bandwidth and latency and propagate

them via MOM messages between controllers across the network domains. These messages include the update on the availability of a server or

a data service initialized in the server. These metrics and events can be extended with the information received via the SDN protocols of the

controller as well as the web service engines. Figure 3 elaborates the deployment architecture of Mayan-DS consisting of the controllers and

services in a wide area network.
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The core of Mayan-DS is constituted by the communication between inter-domain SDN controllers, facilitated by MOM protocols such as

Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP)42 and MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport).43 The service requests are mapped to the

network through SDN, and the resource provisioning is managed with the assistance of the SDN controller. Hence, each domain is aware of the

services that are served by its services. Congestion and failure of the underlying computing nodes and links can be monitored by leveraging SDN,

such that malfunctioning nodes can be dynamically removed or demoted among the alternatives to fine tune the services placement and support

dynamic execution migrations.

ControllerA controls the DomainA , while ControllerB controls the DomainB . Service instances such as Service1A and Service1B are multiple

deployments of the same service, Service1. The Service1A instances satisfy the web service requests to the Service1 in the DomainA . Similarly,

the Service1B instances satisfy the respective requests in the DomainB . An entire workflow execution sequence is carried out in a single original

composition unless any given threshold (such as the load on any of the service instance) is met. When a threshold is met, an event is triggered,

and the controller is notified. If there is no service instance to satisfy the request in the current domain, Mayan-DS sends the request for service

provisioning to an alternative deployment from another service domain. The other service deployment receives this request and continues to

execute the remaining of the workflow, without disrupting the workflow execution.

3 MAYAN-DS ALGORITHMS

The data storage in Mayan-DS is performed at the initial stage, with later continuous updates. Mayan-DS defines all of its executions, including

the data storage task, as data services. Mayan-DS consists of two core algorithms - one to initialize the framework, and the other to schedule the

execution of data services of each workflow.

3.1 Initializing the Mayan-DS framework

Algorithm 1 presents the initialization procedure of the Mayan-DS framework in each domain. First, as shown in line 2, initController() initializes

the SDN controller with bootstrapping information consisting of the endpoints of the MOM brokers. The MOM brokers can be local brokers

managed by the domain of the controller, or remote brokers managed by other domains that the controller has subscribed to. The bootstrapping

information enables the controller to communicate with the brokers for the inter-domain communications regarding the wide area network status

as well as the migrations including the data storage and data service executions. Then the flag controller.initialized is set. If the domain manages

any broker instances, broker.initialize() initializes those instances next if they have not been initialized already by a prior initialization procedure

(lines 4 and 5). Then, the flag broker.initialized is set (line 6).

Once the controller and the brokers are initialized, init(server) (line 9) initializes each server (precisely a subset of servers, the servers in a

dedicated cluster in the data center, rather than all the servers of the data center, since Mayan-DS does not necessarily span the entire data

center) and its respective persistent storage (such as SQL and NoSQL databases) in the data center. Then, initImdgCluster() (line 12) initializes

all the IMDG clusters. Each IMDG cluster spans the entire execution nodes as a virtual in-memory cluster. An instance that initializes a cluster

becomes the master instance of the cluster. Since we can have several IMDG clusters for each IMDG (such as Hazelcast44 and Infinispan45), the

procedure initializes at least one cluster per IMDG. Once the IMDG clusters are initialized, initServiceEndpoints() (line 14) initializes the service

endpoints to receive the client requests for the data services and APIs from the clients. Then, startIMDG() (line 17) starts the IMDGs in each of

the servers. Once an IMDG instance is launched, joinImdgCluster(id, server) joins the instance to the respective IMDG cluster (line 18). Finally,

initServices() (line 20) starts scheduling the initial set of services, indicated in the bootstrap information, in each server.
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Once Mayan-DS is initialized for the domain (typically a data center), the Mayan-DS controller continues to monitor for events from the broker

(line 22). If a non-null event is received at time t (line 23), it is stored asynchronously in an event queue of  , with the timestamp t (line 24). If

the event is an interrupt signal SIGINT (line 25), the flag isControllerInitialized is inverted (line 26). Otherwise, the update function is invoked to

update the controller, broker, and service instances appropriately via update(∇(t)) (line 28). Equation (8) defines the change propagated through

the event (t) as ∇(t). ∇(t) is a combination of changes in controller (c), local broker instances (b ∈ Bc), as well as the service instances (s ∈ Sc)

managed by the controller c

∇(t) = 𝜕(t)
𝜕c

+ 𝜕(t
𝜕b

||||∀b ∈ Bc +
𝜕(t)
𝜕s

||||∀s ∈ Sc. (8)

Thus, the update procedure keeps the environment updated in each domain until the controller is terminated. As the controller termination

itself is defined as an event, the event of a controller (and consequently, the domain controlled by the controller) leaving the network is

immediately propagated to the other controllers as a MOM event, before the controller terminates.

3.2 Scheduling data services

The data services comprise various data actions, such as data storing, data deduplication, data aggregation, data analysis, and data manipulation.

Some of these data services can be composite, with a series of data services chained to each other as a service composition. Algorithm 2 presents

the overall scheduling of a data service s on a cluster (or a data center) following the SDDS approach. First, an empty set named potentialServers is

created to track of the potential servers for the given service scheduling (line 2). Then, while the controller is in the initialized state (as illustrated

in the Algorithm 1), the scheduling process continues to wait for the service invocations (line 3).
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Network congestion or resource scarcity in the current execution node can interrupt the execution in the form of control flows. As illustrated

by Equation (8), update(s) will trigger an update to the scheduled service executions, if 𝜕(t)
𝜕s

≠ 0. If the set potentialServers does not have the best

(typically the first one, since the set of potentialServers is often stored as an ordered list) element or if an update is triggered for the given service

(line 4), the potentialServers set is initialized with the servers that host the majority of the data (line 5). The algorithm leverages the constructs

offered by the underlying distributed execution framework to identify the servers to host data to minimize the communication overhead of

migrating data back and forth inside the data center or cluster, as illustrated by Equation (1). The algorithm avoids dispersing data and services

belonging to the same workflow across several domains by first trying to get the potential servers inside the current cluster or data center (line 5).

After initialization, if the set remains an empty set, the algorithm identifies that the requirements for the service execution are not met by

the servers in the current domain (ie, the cluster or the data center) (line 6). When a big data workflow execution requires execution of services

spanning several data centers, Mayan-DS aims to find the service instances in a network-aware manner, finding the best execution paths from

the set of potential execution paths identified in Equation (6). Thus, if the current domain does not have a suitable data service instance available,

the controller updates the brokers that it has subscribed to, with this status for the data service (line 7). Then, the controller receives a potential

service endpoint for the service invocation (line 8). Once an alternative service endpoint from another network domain is identified, the data

service invocation is migrated to the newly identified service instance, and the execution of the data service in the current domain terminates

(line 9). Finally, Mayan-DS schedules the data service in the chosen server(s) using s.schedule() (line 12), until its completion. The chosen service

instances continue to receive the client requests until another interrupt is received.

4 PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION

We prototyped Mayan-DS as an SDDS framework to assess the feasibility of the proposed architecture with Apache Axis2 1.7.0 and Apache

CXF 3.2.1 web services engines. Using these web service engines, we created the data service APIs on top of Hazelcast 3.9.2 and Infinispan

9.1.5 IMDGs. The underlying persistent storage was composed of MySQL server and MongoDB. OpenDaylight Beryllium was leveraged as the

SDN controller. We implemented and extended Messaging4Transport, an AMQP northbound for inter-domain control flows, as the core of the

Mayan-DS architecture.‡

We used ActiveMQ 5.15.3 as the default broker. We deployed the Mayan-DS framework on a cluster with Infinispan IMDG initialized on

them. Due to the limitations of access to data centers and multi-domain network environments, we resorted to emulations and simulations in

evaluating larger execution environments. To model a larger execution environment, we deployed Mayan-DS over a data center of leaf-spine

topology emulated with Mininet network emulator.46 We simulated multi-domain wide area networks on the cluster and executed big data

workflows across them. We developed the Mayan-DS framework following a layered architecture with a bottom-up approach, consisting of a

data plane, storage plane, control plane, and execution plane, as illustrated by Figure 4.

The data plane consists of the switches and servers. The storage plane includes the various SQL and NoSQL databases. The control plane

comprises deployment of the OpenDaylight controller and IMDG clusters. The OpenDaylight controller and the IMDG clusters control the

network data plane devices and data placement accordingly. An AMQP implementation supports the inter-domain workflows by offering them as

‡ https://github.com/pradeeban/mayan- ds

https://github.com/pradeeban/mayan-ds
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FIGURE 4 A three-dimensional view of the Mayan-DS implementation

subscriptions between the controllers. Execution plane consists of the service APIs of web service engines and API gateways such as Kong, Tyk,

and API Umbrella. The API gateways host the API endpoints of the multi-domain deployments to serve the user requests seamlessly. The controller

consists of the data service scheduling algorithm, whereas the initialization algorithm serves as the core of the framework across all the planes.

The control plane enables inter-plane communications. The SDN controller facilitates communication between the execution plane and data

plane and functions as the core enabler of the cross-layer communication. IMDGs facilitate interactions across the execution plane and the

storage plane. The separation of control from the data and storage planes facilitates cross-control communications. On the other hand, supporting

inter-domain communications through MOM messages enables a dynamic multi-domain network, without requiring a static topology. Thus,

Mayan-DS offers a platform for scalable and interoperable data service workflows.

5 PROTOTYPE EVALUATION

Our evaluation seeks to answer thee following two questions: (1) under what conditions we can further improve the performance of an optimized

data execution framework with an SDDS approach in a data center or a cluster? and (2) can an SDDS approach significantly enhance the big data

workflow performance in multi-domain wide area networks at Internet scale? We thus evaluate the scalability of the SDDS approach from data

centers to the Internet. We assessed the efficiency of the SDDS approach in improving the big data workflow performance, regarding throughput

and end-to-end latency.

Our evaluation environment consists of a cluster of 6 servers, each with an AMD A10-8700P Radeon R6 processor, 10 Compute Cores

4C+6G×4, 8 GB of memory, Ubuntu 16.04 LTS 64 bit operating system, and 1 TB of disk space. We built a base framework with Infinispan

IMDG for a distributed in-memory execution of data services and a MySQL and MongoDB-based persistent storage. We optimized the IMDG

cluster using the Infinispan's programming constructs for efficient locality-aware data storage. We then extended this base framework to build a

Mayan-DS prototype for SDDS execution with cross-layer data management and inter-domain coordination.

5.1 Software-defined data service execution in a cluster

We first evaluated the performance enhancements of the SDDS approach inside a cluster. We composed a big data workflow with data storage

and update services, first with the base framework, and then with Mayan-DS. While the workflow is data intensive, it is not high in its processing

demands. We measured the throughput from the service plane by the total amount of data processed through the data services per unit time,

for both the base as well as Mayan-DS, with an increasing volume of data to be processed.

We deployed the Mayan-DS prototype for SDDS execution as well as the base implementation with a network-agnostic data service execution

inside the Infinispan IMDG cluster. The base implementation ensures that the related objects stay together in the same node, as much as possible,

using a user-defined key as an index. However, the base approach engages all the instances into the execution, oblivious of the actual network

load. Mayan-DS monitors the system workload and adaptively scales the deployment by extending the base approach. Figure 5 benchmarks the

performance of the Mayan-DS against that of the base approach, with the growing volume of the data.
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FIGURE 5 Performance comparison of Mayan-DS against the base

The base approach performed and scaled well itself on clustering the related data together based on the keys (the indices that Infinispan

uses to group the related data objects internally). However, due to the data-heavy nature of the services, incorporating additional instances

early on for the distributed execution indeed harmed the performance of the execution, by making the IMDG to naively distribute data among

the instances, even though not uniformly. We note that a computation-heavy service workflow would indeed favor a scaled execution early

on, as the performance benefits of the distributed execution would typically be more prominent than the performance degradation cost by the

communication overhead. Therefore, we note that the awareness of the network and the executed workflows offer smart scaling capabilities to

Mayan-DS based on the nature of the workload.

Mayan-DS aims to minimize the data distribution unnecessarily and prematurely, inside a data center or a cluster. It complements the scaling

out of the execution offered by the IMDG to consider the workload in using the available nodes, instead of distributing the data and execution

to all the instances. Thus, it effectively reduces the number of servers that are involved in the execution at any given time. Up to 1 TB, Mayan-DS

leveraged a single server for the storage, as each server consists of 1 TB of free disk space. It distributed data to more servers as the data increased

beyond 1 TB. Consequently, Mayan-DS harnessed all six servers when we use 6 TB of data, due to the limitation in the persistent storage. When

the total data reaches 6 TB, the throughput of Mayan-DS converges to that of the base. For the smaller data sizes (as long as the storage space in

the servers is not exhausted), Mayan-DS offered better performance by avoiding early premature distribution of data in the big data workflows.

We further observe that, for negligible data volumes ( ≈ 0 TB), both the base and Mayan-DS approaches offered the same throughput.

We also observed that a brute-force approach distributes data equally among the six servers. Such an equal distribution leads to poor

performance due to communication overhead caused by uniformly and evenly scaling out the workloads. Both our base and Mayan-DS approaches

performed equally better than such naive approaches in data distribution. However, lack of coordination between the execution and storage leads

to lower throughput at the application level in the base approach. Our prototype evaluations highlight the data service performance efficiency

of Mayan-DS. Furthermore, it elaborates that even the platforms finetuned for performance can benefit from the coordination and collaboration

facilitated by a software-defined approach. We note that exposing existing IMDG executions or other big data applications as data services is a

significant undertaking. However, we believe that the performance benefits and enhanced control associated with such data service execution

justify the effort over time.

5.2 Network-aware data service execution at internet scale

Comparing the performance of big data workflows on a global scale is a challenging task due to the limited access to geo-distributed servers. We

simulated and modeled a geo-distributed network with RIPE ATLAS Probes47 and our physical servers to evaluate the performance enhancements

of a network-aware data service workflow execution at Internet scale. Table 1 elaborates a part of the deployment architecture of our modeled

environment, with several servers (ie, nodes, forming a connected graph) spanning the globe. The nodes are connected to the Internet, whereas

a few selected links are also connected to each other via direct links. The direct links are bidirectional, although we list them as origin and

destination pair for the ease of reference. We realistically chose the links that are geographically close to each other in forming a direct connect.

For example, we modeled a direct connection between a smaller town such as Svalbard, Norway against the capital city, ie, Oslo, Norway (rather

than connecting to a far away region of Singapore, as assuming the existence of such long-haul direct links will hinder realistic evaluations). We

modeled the direct dedicated connects between two nodes with a 10 Gbps bandwidth, the maximum bandwidth offered by the AWS Direct

Connect to connect the user servers to the cloud servers directly.

To assess the Internet path performance, we compared the Round-Trip Time (RTT) between two endpoints that connect through Mayan-DS

against that of using the Internet-based connectivity of ISPs. We modeled the RTT (typically measured by a ping) of Mayan-DS with realistic

values. We used a constant fiber path adjustment of 10% and metro fiber and a local loop length of 100 km. We considered the speed of light in

fiber as 200 km/ms. We considered the equipment latency of 1 ms in our evaluation nodes. We thus estimated the latency between two directly

connected links on the Internet.

We then benchmarked Mayan-DS against the regular Internet routes for network-aware big data workflows. We sent pings between the

endpoints, first entirely utilizing the public Internet paths and then through Mayan-DS, where Mayan-DS chooses the best-path considering the
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TABLE 1 The simulated Mayan-DS deployment
environment (with modeled latency)

Origin node Nodes connected via a direct link

Svalbard {Moscow (30.94), Oslo (25.33), … }

Vladivostok {Tokyo (10.62), … }

Hobart {Sydney (20.55), … }

Cape Town {Windhoek (19.29), … }

Mangilao {San Francisco (44.36), … }

Manila {Seoul (31.82), … }

⋮ {⋮}

TABLE 2 Ping times (ms) between two nodes, ISP-based versus Mayan-DS connectivity

No. Origin (o) → Destination (d) ISP (o → d) Mayan-DS Mayan-DS Path

1 Svalbard/Norway → SÃ→ Paulo/Brazil 339.164 246.436 o ⇒ Oslo/Norway → d

2 Vladivostok/Russia → SÃ→ Paulo/Brazil 373.712 282.451 o ⇒ Tokyo/Japan → d

3 Atlanta/USA → Hobart/Tasmania/Australia 255 255 o → d

4 Hobart/Tasmania/Australia → SÃ→ Paulo/Brazil 413.869 340.617 o ⇒ Sydney/Australia → d

5 Atlanta/USA → Svalbard/Norway 164 164 o → d

6 Atlanta/USA → Vladivostok/Russia 287 194.68 o → Tokyo/Japan ⇒ d

7 Cape Town/South Africa → Colombo/Sri Lanka 345.889 342.877 o ⇒ Windhoek/Namibia → d

8 Atlanta/USA → Windhoek/Namibia 301 299.29 o → Cape Town/South Africa ⇒ d

9 Mangilao/Guam → SÃ→ Paulo/Brazil 968.149 252.111 o ⇒ San Francisco/USA → d

10 Singapore → Seoul/South Korea 200.581 75.907 o → Manila/Philippines ⇒ d

⋮ ⋮ → ⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋮

FIGURE 6 Ping times of Mayan-DS against the public internet-based connectivity

available direct connections and the Internet paths, in composing the end-to-end connection between the origin and the destination nodes. We

list a part of the ping times (in milliseconds) between two endpoints via the Internet-based routes as well as via Mayan-DS in Table 2.

The arrow → indicates a public Internet path (ie, ISP-based connectivity) between two nodes, whereas ⇒ indicates a direct link. Therefore,

(o ⇒ i → d) indicates that the origin node o and the destination node d are connected via an intermediate node i, where there is a direct connect

between o and i whereas the rest of the path (ie, i to d) is a public Internet path. Similarly, (o → i ⇒ d) indicates that i and d are connected by a

direct link, while o and i are connected via Internet paths. Figure 6 depicts the ping times of Mayan-DS against that of data service scheduling

entirely based on the public Internet paths. The plot illustrates the service invocation times (assuming the delay caused by the service execution

itself to be negligible), depicting 40 instances of the same data service implementation deployed at several geographical locations and invoked

from various geographical locations.

Each data service consists of a data flow between an origin node o and a destination node d, which are geographically distributed. Each such

pair, identified by the Data Service Index, is unique, as shown by Table 2. Therefore, each point in Figure 6 depicts the invocation of a data service

deployed in d from the origin o. o can either be a user or a previous service whose output is sent to the service in d to compose the big data

workflow. We present this as a representative measure for a data service invocation.

Mayan-DS exploits the available direct links that connect either the origin or the destination to an intermediate node. By routing via such

direct links, Mayan-DS minimizes the latency of the remote service endpoints significantly. Mayan-DS was able to achieve up to 33% reduction in
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FIGURE 7 Throughput of Mayan-DS against the public internet-based connectivity

latency with just a little fraction of the path routed through a high-bandwidth direct link. When the direct link covers a substantial portion of the

route, apparently, the latency reduced significantly up to 75% or more. We further observe that the availability of such direct links also minimized

the outliers (ie, the pairs of endpoints that consume an abnormally large amount of time for the data transfer) by reducing the dependency on

long-haul public Internet-based links from the remote regions to the nearby regional Internet hubs. A big data workflow consists of several such

data service invocations chained together. Therefore, the latency improvements of Mayan-DS in big data workflows will be even more prominent.

We note the prevalence of such direct connection between a smaller city with a nearby cloud region or a metropolitan city. However, our

observations indicate that sometimes smaller towns have faster connectivity than a bigger metropolitan neighbor. While this might be due to the

local congestions or other external factors, it is also difficult to predict which of the two cities will benefit more by leveraging direct links between

two servers in the cities. Furthermore, a direct connection between a remote island, such as those belonging to Hawaii to a major Internet hub

such as San Francisco, reduces the latency of a service invocation from the remote location significantly as we observed. Therefore, we note that

the performance benefits entirely depend on how the origin or destination regions differ from the intermediate region that they connect to via

the direct connect. We also observed that the strategic positioning of the intermediate node between the origin and destination nodes was a

deciding factor. The Mayan-DS controller thus exploits its awareness of such direct links for a faster data service execution across the globe.

5.3 Mayan-DS big data workflow scheduling via a cloud server

We then measured the end-to-end throughput of a big data workflow using Mayan-DS against that of using the public Internet access provided

by the ISPs. We first measured the throughput of data flows between two endpoints o and d directly via the public Internet (T(o, d)). Then, we

scheduled the data flow between the endpoints via Mayan-DS (T′(o, d)) that chooses the best route among the options of sending the data either

entirely through the public Internet or via an Intermediate cloud server from the cloud region r close to o. With a network-aware selection of

an intermediate node (in this case, a cloud server), Mayan-DS aims at mitigating congested paths in the data service execution. As Mayan-DS

chooses the best option among the two (ie, leveraging the public Internet paths without the intervention of Mayan-DS versus Mayan-DS

choosing a cloud server as an intermediate node in routing the data flow), effective network bandwidth achieved by Mayan-DS is limited by

max(T(o, d),min(T(o, r), T(r, d))).
As the big data workflows are composed of two or more data services, the end-to-end throughput of the workflow is also limited by the

throughput of the least-performing data service, min(T(s) ∶ s ∈ W). We assume that the services (s ∈ W) composing the workflow W have a

higher throughput than the throughput of the network path (public Internet path, as well as the path modified with Mayan-DS), as shown by

Equation (9)

min(T(s) ∶ s ∈ W) ≫ max(T(o, d),min(T(o, r), T(r, d))). (9)

Therefore, the service endpoints themselves do not pose a bottleneck to the performance of the workflow. Thus, the Mayan-DS throughput

can be simplified to max(T(o, d),min(T(o, r), T(r, d))), the maximum bandwidth achieved by the Mayan-DS network. However, if there are data

services that offer a throughput lower than the bandwidth of the network links, the service throughputs will also be a deciding factor on choosing

the data service instances in the big data workflow execution.

We composed a typical big data workflow consisting of a service composition that chains two data services, ie, one service performing a

simple check and the other one indexing its input data and outputs it into persistent storage asynchronously. Figure 7 illustrates the throughput

of the same workflow sequence performed at different deployment locations, achieved with the Mayan-DS deployment as well as entirely with

the public Internet paths. In the plot, the workflow index identifies a workflow sequence in a specific route, exploiting the same implementation

of the data service chains in different deployments in geo-distributed endpoints.

We observe that Mayan-DS exploits the cloud paths and the public Internet paths efficiently to find the best route for the data service

execution. By replacing the public Internet path between the slower Internet region and the close by region with a faster connection with an
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existing direct connect or a cloud path, Mayan-DS avoids the bottleneck in the data service workflows. Furthermore, when exploiting such direct

links to an intermediary node was indeed not favorable in latency for any big data workflow, Mayan-DS sends the data entirely through the public

Internet. Therefore, Mayan-DS always performs either better than or equal to using only the public Internet paths for the big data workflows.

Thus, it offers a higher throughput for the data service execution, compared to a network-agnostic workflow scheduling over the Internet.

Our evaluations highlight that an SDDS approach always offers equal or better performance in terms of latency and throughput compared to a

network-agnostic execution. Our observations confirmed the efficiency of SDDS in scaling from clusters and data centers to multi-domain wide

area networks such as the Internet.

6 RELATED WORK

In this section, we look into the related work to our SDDS framework. We specifically discuss the resource sharing for data service workflows,

network-aware service composition workflows including data-intensive as well as compute-intensive workflows, and enterprise SDDS offerings

and related Software-Defined Systems proposed by the research.

Exploiting services to offer unified access interfaces to big data has been proposed in previous research. Remarkably, OGSA-DAI (Open Grid

Services Architecture - Data Access and Integration)48 facilitates federation and management of various data sources through its web service

interface. While the research on resource sharing, volunteer computing,9 and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA)49 researched their peak a

decade ago, wide-spread adoption of SDN and research on expanding SDN for wide area networks are recent. Therefore, despite their promising

outcomes regarding interoperability, the research efforts on data services have not been extended to the Internet scale in a network-aware

manner. Mayan-DS exploits the recent advancements in network softwarization such as SDN in enabling interoperable and network-aware data

service workflows in wide area networks.

6.1 Network-aware resource allocation for data service workflows

Previous research by Rupprecht50 categorized big data traffic in data centers into aggregatable traffic, non-aggregatable traffic, and storage traffic.

Aggregatable traffic represents the data traffic where the receivers consist of a service that performs an aggregation function such as sum, join,

sort, or average. On the other hand, non-aggregatable traffic denotes the traffic that cannot be aggregated. Storage traffic represents the network

flows where data is written to or read from the storage devices. Researchers propose solutions such as middlebox-based aggregation, efficient

computation of aggregation, and allowing queries to reroute the data flows without impacting the existing queries to support network-aware big

data processing.50 However, such a distinction of services become vague in workflows that consume and chain several data services. Instead of

differentiating the big data flows into categories, Mayan-DS develops them all as web services, thus inherently supporting interoperable execution

and chaining of the services, regardless of their nature.

Fine-tuning the data placement in the distributed data stores inside and beyond data centers have attracted a considerable research interest.51

DIANA offers network-aware scheduling for data-intensive workloads in grid environments.52 DIANA is more efficient than pulling data to the

execution node in computation-intensive workloads or pushing the execution to the data in data-intensive workloads in a network-agnostic

manner. However, unlike the grid and cloud environments, inter-cloud and edge environments are managed by multiple vendors. Big data

workflow execution across services spanning such multi-vendor multi-domain environments need to consider additional parameters such as

the possible interconnect between the network domains and the high-latency network links (typically, the public Internet routes) that connect

the domains. Mayan-DS takes into account both the data service composition executions inside a single center as well as the executions that

span several domains by representing them in a unified notion. While previous work has proposed data-aware and network-aware workflow

scheduling in data centers and clouds,53 they mostly narrow their focus to a given domain managed by a single vendor. Mayan-DS aims at the

efficient scheduling of big data workflows in multi-domain wide area networks consisting of several federated clouds and data centers.

NetMIP considers network properties and resource consumptions in the cloud network nodes for service compositions, rather than merely

addressing the Quality of Service (QoS) of the services as a static property.54 It presents optimization problems to maximize the QoS utility value

while minimizing network resource consumption. NetMIP limits its focus to data centers and does not cater for data-intensive workloads in

wide area networks. Research has proposed network-aware service compositions in wide area networks such as cloud environments.55 Vivaldi56

leverages network coordinates in estimating latency between two endpoints. While Vivaldi and similar approaches have been used to predict and

model latency in service composition workflows on the Internet, their use in wide area networks consisting of several domains is mostly limited.

Models based on game theory have been proposed to understand dynamic service placements in cloud environments comprised of multiple

service providers.57 Similarly, significant research efforts have been made to identify an optimal service placement in wide area networks that are

shared by several users, considering the dynamic availability of the resources.58 Mayan59 proposes Software-Defined Service Compositions in

the multi-domain networks by extending and exploiting SDN for context-aware workflow execution. However, Mayan focuses on web services

that are typically computation-intensive.

A computation-intensive workflow is typically smaller in duration and volume. Therefore, a quick decision is essential for minimal overhead,

causing an additional constraint on service instance selection in multi-domain wide area networks. On the other hand, data service workflows have
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substantial demand for data volume and data rate, and are typically long-running. Furthermore, overheads caused by the control flows in big data

workflows are negligible, as these workflows are composed of elephant flows of data services. Therefore, it is feasible to have a more involved and

time-consuming service instance selection procedure in the controller, in favor of optimal data and execution placement, for big data workflows.

6.2 Software-defined systems for big data

Software Defined Internet of Things (SDIoT)60 proposes a software-defined architecture for IoT devices by handling the security,61 storage,62

and network aspects in a software-defined approach. Software-Defined Systems such as SDIoT can indeed be extended as an SDDS framework.

However, existing SDN-based approaches such as SDIoT focus on networks and systems, rather than the data itself. Big data applications require

prominence to data for a high-performant and latency-aware execution in the wide area networks. Therefore, it is essential to develop SDDS

with data placement and execution as the primary focus. Mayan-DS leverages and exploits the existing constructs in place in frameworks such as

IMDGs and web service engines to facilitate this complex undertaking.

Many enterprises such as SAP63 and Oracle64 provide data services as part of their middleware frameworks. Several enterprises propose SDDS

by bringing a software-defined approach to data services. Portworx is an open source SDDS framework that follows a container-based approach.65

However, Portworx mostly limits its focus to dev-ops by exploiting Kubernetes, Mesos, and Docker swarms. PureStorage offers various data

services, with a software-defined approach.66 These data services include (1) a reduce service, (2) an assure service with high availability, QoS

guarantees, and encryption, and (3) a protect service with snapshots and replication. PureStorage covers several aspects of data storage through

numerous data services. However, it does not offer a generic software-defined framework for big data. IBM Spectrum Copy Data Management67

and Catalogic ECX68 are Copy Data Management (CDM) frameworks that aim to modernize the IT infrastructure with a Software-Defined Copy

Data Management, an instance of SDDS. They centrally orchestrate how data is copied and shared among the users of various data sources.

Many SDDS enterprise offerings limit their focus to storage, or a Software-Defined Storage, rather than focusing on service execution. RedHat

defines SDDS as a storage orchestration enabled by full lifecycle management consisting of provisioning, installing, configuring, tuning, and

monitoring the data.69 PrimaryIO APA is a storage solution with a higher performance achieved through virtualization, intelligent caching, and an

SDDS approach.70,71 HPE proposes SDDS, available in storage and servers, as well as embedded in systems and software. HPE SDDS aims to offer

scalable, secure, and highly available virtualized storage solution.72 Commvault mitigates vendor lock-in through its service-based data access

and Software-Defined Storage.73 Commvault proposes an SDDS approach for backup, archival, and recovery, with performance, scalability, and

agility.74 CTI offers fast incremental updates, per-application storage, and efficient computation agnostic to the physical location of the resource,

through its SDDS approach.75 Commvault and CTI aim at offering performance regardless of the physical location of the data in the data center.

Due to the unified control offered by the SDN controllers, data centers can well provision the resources for their workflow execution. The

recent surge in the enterprise offerings of SDDS frameworks highlights the demand for an SDN-based or an SDN-like approach for big data.

However, the current enterprise SDDS offerings (1) limit their focus to certain data services rather than providing a generic data services

framework, (2) focus entirely on a single-domain network such as their cloud offerings or enterprise data centers, (3) lack interoperability

between execution frameworks due to their closed vendor-specific implementation, or (4) do not leverage the existing research efforts on SDN

and SD-WAN for network-aware service workflows. These limitations highlight the need for a complete network-aware and interoperable SDDS

framework. Mayan-DS is the first to propose a generic SDDS framework, with a fine-grain control inside data centers, as well as coordination

between domains, for data service workflows.

7 DISCUSSION

In this paper, we proposed SDDS as a unified approach to data storage and processing, by separating the data, storage, control, and execution

planes. While we limit our implementation effort to specific frameworks (such as Infinispan and MongoDB) as a prototype, in practice, researching

and implementing such an interoperable approach as a global framework is a challenging task. We looked into the way of addressing the research

challenges through our proposed Mayan-DS architecture and its service-based approach.

Mayan-DS achieves the challenge of storing related data closer to each other through its network-awareness achieved by SDN extended with

a MOM deployment. However, storing of data inside a cluster ensuring that related objects stay closer is specific to the storage plane. This task

is achieved with the support of the human user in the data sources, eg, with careful indexing, to group the related objects together. IMDGs and

database frameworks already offer such efficient storage for quick query and access capabilities. Mayan-DS proposes to exploit such existing

constructs in ensuring minimal data movements inside a data center or a cluster. On the other hand, Mayan-DS proposes to utilize inter-domain

control flows in identifying the best path for workflow execution.

SDDS aims to exploit the data awareness offered by the big data applications together with the network awareness of an extended SDN

hierarchy in the wide area network. However, the realization of such networks for heterogeneous data sources is a complex problem due to

several implementation challenges. Deploying an in-memory cluster on top of a persistent storage plane is a relatively trivial engineering task.

However, porting existing big data workflows to use an SDDS approach involves writing the respective services to execute on top of the

IMDG cluster. An increasingly complex workflow would require more and more data services to be developed and chained. The practicality of
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disseminating the service instances themselves across the nodes requires automation, as expecting to configure layers of platforms and software

on top of the servers is questionable. One potential solution is to distribute the platform stack itself container instances, supported through

frameworks such as Docker.75 However, a detailed discussion of such possible implementation alternatives is a future work.

Expanding the scope of the data service execution can be seamless once such a deployment is established across several servers, thanks to the

recent advancement of network softwarization research. In this paper, we proposed a federated SDN deployment extended with MOM as a SOA

to enable network-aware big data workflows at Internet scale. However, the practicality and success of these approaches heavily depend on the

adoption of the proposed framework by several infrastructure providers (including data center providers as well as independent nodes as in the

case of volunteer computing). While we limited our evaluations to our globally distributed servers, AWS cloud instances, and RIPE Atlas Probes,

a latency-aware execution requires several millions of nodes in each region to offer redundancy in execution paths with multiple alternative

routes between two endpoints. We introduced the concept of SDDS at Internet scale with the fair assumptions on community adaptation of the

SDDS framework. However, the realization of a complete interoperable SDDS framework and overcoming its operational challenges are left as

future work.

8 CONCLUSION

The high demand as well as the focus on the data storage and processing are the core aspect of big data workloads. Big data processing

requires resources beyond what can be offered by a single server or even a data center, due to the volume, variety, and geo-distribution of the

data. Big data frameworks including IMDGs and NoSQL data sources facilitate distributed execution of big data workflows. Such a distributed

execution is usually heavy in its bandwidth demand. Moreover, a big data application procedure is generally confined to its own framework as

different frameworks consist of diverse storage and incompatible interfaces to process the workload, thus preventing interoperability. The big

data frameworks are designed to work in an environment such as a cluster, data center, or a cloud, which offer consistent network connectivity

and topology. Due to these factors, chaining the execution of a big data application between several servers spanning multi-domain data centers

and edge nodes in a wide area network is a significant undertaking.

Data services aim at offering interoperability in a wide area network by exploiting the standardization of web services for big data access

and processing. Nevertheless, the proliferation of data services has caused a management challenge in placing them and scaling them. Complex

eScience workflows aggregate and chain various geo-distributed web services, microservices, and data services for their execution. Context-aware

execution of data services in multi-domain networks is essential for incorporating more data services into the scientific and enterprise workflows.

In this paper, we have proposed SDDS, an integration of SDN into the composition of data service workflows. As an SDDS framework, Mayan-DS

extends data services with the management and resource allocation capabilities offered by the network-awareness of SDN. By leveraging the

global awareness of the network topology and network flow statistics of an SDN controller, Mayan-DS scales and distributes the data services

in a network-aware manner. It minimizes the overhead caused by frequent inter-node communications through an adaptive and context-aware

execution supported by a federated deployment of SDN controllers in a wide area network. Thus, Mayan-DS reduces the bandwidth overhead

common in distributed big data processing. Our evaluations on the Mayan-DS prototype indicate how an SDDS approach could be leveraged as a

reusable, scalable, and resilient distributed execution framework for the big data workflows on a global scale. As a future work, we propose to

implement SDDS as a complete interoperable and network-aware execution platform for various real-world big data applications.
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